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TOP POND:
Howden pond, in the grounds of the Alexander Howden
sports and country club in College Road, is the "finest pond
in Dulwich", according to Keith Corbett, of the British Trust
for Conservation Volunteers.
The pond was visited recently
by Mr Corbett and Rosa Davis, of the wildlife sub-committee.
Plans are in train to remove saplings growing too close to it.
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Stardust in Dulwich ...

TRAFFIC IN COURT LANE:
On Monday 11 May, at a well attended
public meeting called by Southwark council, it was unanimously
agreed that the provision of speed humps down Court Lane should
go ahead.
There was an enormous sense of relief at this
decision, particularly in view of the troubled history of
the two previous meetings.
This time the council had
prepared the evidence much more thoroughly and the meeting
had therefore been able to make up its mind more easily.
Also opinion had been swayed towards a positive settlement
by the tragic accident which recently occurred in Court Lane.
The society's sub-committee is, of course, pleased with the
decision and hopes for a speedy implementation of the scheme.

733 2646)
670 0890)

(Tel. 693 1713)

****
PALACE FACELIFT:
Bromley Council has come up with a series
of important proposals for the future of both Crystal Palace
Park and the land where the Crystal Palace once stood.
They
include construction of an hotel, conference and leisure
complex on the parade, restoration of upper and lower
terraces and other parts of the old Crystal Palace that
remain, reintroduction of the maze, reopening of the grand
centre walk, creation of theme gardens, resiting of the
caravan camp, opening up the whole area to the public and
much more.
The package is contained in the "Crystal Palace
Park draft landscan.e plan"
and is submitted for consultation
as proof of Bromley Council's intent to establish a blueprint
for the future of this historic site.
The development is
the most important for 20 years and of immense interest to
all who care about Crystal Palace.

****
FIRKIN PLAQUE:
The Duke of Gloucester unveiled a plaque
at the Phoenix and Firkin pub, Denmark Hill, on 14 November
last year to mark the Civic Trust award for the restoration
of the railway station, damaged by fire.
The pub is one
of the few in London to receive star rating in the 1987
Good Pub Guide - in particular for the (Bruce's Brewery) beers,
the simple furnishings and the relaxed atmosphere.

****

All contributioni for the October Newsletter, please, to
the secretary, not less than six weeks before October 1.
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CAHBERWELL STATION?:
Lambeth's planning agreed on 2 April that
there should be a new British Rail station where the closed
Walworth bus garage (which lies between Camberwell Road and
Camberwell New Road) adjoins the lines which now run into
Holborn Viaduct.
Probably from May 1988, these lines will
instead carry trains coming from both Denmark Hill and
Loughborough Junction right through to Farringdon, King's
Cross and further north, taking in on the way several tube
interchanges which are due to be improved.
The station
would represent a big improvement in local public transport,
particularly if bus feeder services were provided.

HUMPS AND RUMBLES:
Residents of Court Lane and surrounding
roads might note the Government's list of ideas for keeping
unwanted traffic out of residential areas, published at the
end of March.
The closure of some roads, the narrowing of
others and the introduction of more one-way streets were
among the suggestions.
Other included lines of cobblestones,
known as "rumble strips", set across the road to remind drivers
to reduce speed and road humps, also known as "sleeping
policemen", to give motorists an uncomfortable ride if they
go too fast.
Where such measures are not possible, the
introduction of chicanes was proposed to compel drivers to
slow down.
The first in a series of special leaflets on how to
deal with traffic problems was-sent by the Transport
Department to all county, borough and district councils in
England.
The leaflets also suggested the introduction of
"traffic throttle", to deliberately narrow roads with posts
on either side so that wide vehicles cannot get through and
even cars must go carefully.
But councils were warned
that the measures can also hamper emergency services, ·such
as ambulances and fire engines.

****
BUS THREAT:
At the time of going to press, a big package
of proposed bus cuts included, from 6 June, the total
withdrawal of the 184 bus on Saturdays and Sundays and
after 6.30pm on other days, with no peak-hours extension
to Mansion House and with a frequency cut of 43% during peak
hours and by 50% in the middle of the day.
The only
"compensation" proposed was to run the 176 on Saturdays
and Sundays, as well as on weekdays as now;
but it would
be between Goose Green and Oxford Circus (via Waterloo) only.
The 185 service would not be increased:
indeed its peak-hours
extension from Lewisham to Greenwich would disappear.

****
RASPBERRY RIPPLES:
Our neighbours, the Norwood Society,
came up with the bright idea of awarding "raspberries" to
those buildings or areas that spoil the local environment
as its contribution to Environment Week, from 25 April - 4 May.
No society, it argued, "can campaign on behalf of our built
environment without making ripples ... the more stones you
throw, the greater the splash."
The Norwood public was
asked to say what they thought were the worst examples of
ugliness in the district, preferably submitting a photograph
of it.
Candidates could be buildings, or a structure
like a hoarding or a pillar-box, or a neglected piece.of
ground, perhaps officially part of an open space, or Just
waste land (but not a front garden).
The entries were due
to be displayed at local libraries during Environment Week
and the public invited to vote on them.
The "winner" wo~ld
be awarded the Society's Raspberry Award, and whoever nominated
it would receive a £10 prize.
Could we do the same in
Dulwich?
Any takers? ·· More to the point, any nominations?

****
DOORSTEP COUNTRYSIDE:
Keston branch of the Council for the
Protection of Rural England have given details to the society
of the eighteenth successive annual Countryside Day at Keston,
to be held on the Common by the Fox and the Greyhound on
Sunday 5 July.
Keston CPRE write:
"We are now in European
Year of the Environment (EYE).
Countryside Day should thus
be bigger, and better, than ever.
The purpose of the event
is to encourage Londoners to enjoy, understand and protect
the countryside, particularly the countryside on their
doorstep, and at the same time, to make known the work being
done by organisations concerned with conservation".
4

Chicanes-to reduce traffic speed

Traffic throttle-road narrowed

Plug-<:ycle entry only

****
BE(E)WARE:
During the last 20 years, many species of
bumble bee have become rarer and rarer.
No one knows
exactly why, although many hedgerows and wild flowers (the
source of the bees' food) have disappeared at the same time.
They are thought to have an important role in the pollination
of flower and crops.
The London Wildlife Trust has recently
launched 'Bee Spree' to record the sightings of bees and
help provide suitable habitats in which they can live.
If you see a bumble bee, write down where you are, what the
weather was like and what type of bumble bee it was.
To
encourage bees, don't spray with pesticides, don't cut down
wild areas of your garden or use weedkillers, don't remove
flowering shrubs, don't remove brambles, and don't remove
walls, posts, etc, as they are used as nesting sites by bees.
For further information, contact the London Wildlife Trust,
at 80 York Way, London Nl 9AG (Tel:
2786612)

****
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NEWS
PLANNING AND TRANSPORT NEWS
BOXALL ROAD - REAR OF 62 DULWICH VILLAGE:
Members will know
that despite opposition from local residents and the society,
planning permission has been obtained by Portland Homes Ltd
from Southwark council for the erection of one house on this
site.
What may not be so generally known is that the company
is appealing against the previous council decision not to
allow the erection of two semi-detached houses on the site.
By the time members read this the public local enquiry will
have been held and a decision taken by the inspector
appointed by the Secretary of State for the Environment.
In other words the company is still attempting to proceed with
its previously rejected scheme.

DUCHESS FRIDAY:
The Duchess of York met her former boss last
month when she paid her visit as patron to the Dulwich Picture
Gallery.
William Drummond, the St James's art dealer, who
used to have a gallery in Covent Garden, remembers when the
Duchess, then Sarah Ferguson, worked as his "girl Friday".
He said:
"She used to do everything from fetching the
hamburgers and typing letters to preparing catalogues and
selling paintings.
Some of my clients joke that their
invoices, signed 'Sarah Ferguson', may be more valuable
than the paintings they bought".

****
1 COURT LANE GARDENS:
The Dulwich estates governors have
refused the application for a licence to build a dwelling
house in the garden of this property.
It is possible that
Southwark council will also refuse planning permission, though
this will now be a formality only.

****
134 BURBAGE ROAD:
Southwark council has refused planning
permission to build a dwelling house in the garden of this
property.
The society supported this decision.

****
2A/2B SUNRAY AVENUE:
The estates governors have rejected the
proposed development of a new house in the original side
garden of No 2 Sunray Avenue.
The society supported this
decision.
Reg Collins

****

WILDLIFE NEWS:
On 7 May the wildlife sub-committee arranged
a meeting in St Barnabas Hall.
Owing to the inability of the
Trust for Urban Ecology to provide a speaker on its London
reserves, Ruth Day, a member of the Dulwich Society, and also
the organiser of the Dulwich and district branch of the World
Wildlife Fund, came to the rescue and gave a most interesting
talk, illustrated by her own slides, on the Horniman Museum
railway nature trail.
We had a brief history of the site
which is on part of the land once occupied by the high-level
railway line to Crystal Palace.
This line was closed in 1954,
and the trail, officially opened in 1974, is used for
educational purposes, and is also open to the public.
Oak
and sycamore trees predominate, with black poplars screening
the trail from the road.
~any species of plants have been
recorded, as well as birds, which take advantage of the many
trees and shrubs for cover.
This is a short nature trail,
but one which is well worth exploring.
A guide can be bought
at the Museum.
Marjorie Campbell

The Duchess worked in Mr Drummond's gallery for about
a year and has retained her love of art.
Mrs Nina Drummond
praised their former employee.
"She did absolutely everything
and always with a tremendous sense of humour.
Everyone loved
her", she said.
Mrs Drummond is press officer and her
husband, a former chairman of the Friends of Dulwich Picture
Gallery, is now a member of its new consultative committee.
The Duchess wore a cocktail dress with a low waisted
velvet bodice and a shimmering gold-coloured, calf-length
lace skirt.
Her hair was swept back with a six-inch comb
decorated with pearls.
She was welcomed to the gallery by
its chairman, Dr Basil Greenhill, and presented with a
bouquet containing a small toy bee, a symbol from her own
crest of arms.
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BELAIR:

BLACK MARKS FOR THE PARKS PEOPLE

DR WEBSTER'S MEMORIAL FOUNTAIN

By Lucy Neville

By Bill de Baerdemaecker

Southwark council's parks department has taken one step
forward and three steps back in Belair. r:iark.
It has
installed 1 after considerable pressure, a 'trap' to prevent
the build up of leaves which had led to the eutrophication
of the pond, depriving the water of oxygen.
So far so.good.
But the parks people have also planted a row of conifers
along the watercourse!
Conifers and water do not mix, so
visually and biologically, this is a particularly insensitive
choice.
Perhaps they will suffer the fate of the ancient pollarded
oaks which used to grow in the park.
One more clue to
Dulwich's rural past has gone:
the pollard in the "childr~'s
play area" has been destroyed.
Pollards are trees that have been cut several feet off
the ground, originally to prevent grazing animals browsing
their lower branches.
The tree responds by growing many
shoots from the point where it has been cut.
Over the
centuries this leads to weird and extraordinarily shaped
trees, particularly good for insects.
The legendary oaks
such as the Sherwood Oak, under which Robin Hood was
supposed to sit after killing a few dozen Normans, are
usually pollards.
Many are supported in their old age with metal rods a~d
cages to prevent vandalism.
In this borough, however, simple
measures to protect these historic trees don't seem to have
been considered.

I imagine that most Dulwich residents, old and new, at
one time or another, noticed the fountain at the south end
of the village erected in 1877 in memory of a certain
Dr Webster and now as much an historic landmark as the toll
gate or picture gallery.
For those who may ask "who was George Webster?" I hope
the following will shed some light on the qualities and
public record of this once revered and distinguished resident
of the village.
· Born in Forfarshire, Scotland, in 1797 George Webster
became a doctor of medicine at the age of 18 and was on the
Army medical staff in Belgium at the time of Waterloo.
In
1815 he became assistant, and later partner, of a Dulwich GP
taking up residence in a former ale house "The Bell" on the
site of the present Lodge within the Old College gate of the
park.
During his 61 years of practice in and around Dulwich
he became so well regarded for his good works in the cause
of the poor and the board schools that he became known as
"the patriarch of Dulwich" partly, no doubt, because of his
tall figure and bushy white beard.
As well as being a prolific contributor to medical and
literary journals he was the instigator of the first British
Medical Association of which he was president for 14 years
as well as being a Guardian of the Poor and a JP.
So highly
was he thought of throughout the hamlet that a committee of
residents was set up to consider a memorial in his honour.
On being asked what form he would like this to take he
requested that it should be of benefit to his fellow-men.
Thus the idea of a public fountain was born and Charles
Barry, then architect and surveyor to the college estates,
designed the imposing column we know today built of red
Balmoral granite from Italy and topped by a magnificent gas
lantern.
Unfortunately by the time all public subscriptions
had been gathered in and the final plans drawn up the good
doctor had died at the age of 79 and it was not until one year
later that the fountain was finally erected on land granted
by the estates where it still stands today.
In its centenary year the fountain was in a sorry state and
under threat of removal to make way for the proposed roundabout.
But our local history sub-committee put forward the idea of
having the gas lantern restored and the disused horse
troughs at each corner converted to flower beds to commemorate
the centenary and approached Southwark council as its custodian.
The council suggested a full restoration job as a Silver
Jubilee commemoration project and this was finally brought
about by the joint efforts of the council, the Civic Trust
Jubilee Fund and the Dulwich Society.
Now, 10 years later,
the fountain has been badly damaged due to a motor accident
and our society is currently trying to persuade the council
to come once again to its rescue.
For the sake of the good doctor's continued memory may
our efforts succeed.

Lucy Neville is chair of the Southwark group of the London
Wildlife Trust
BILL AND LESLEY HALE
It is with considerable regret that the horticultural
sub-committee and, no doubt, many other members of the
society, say "au revoir" to Bill and Lesley Hale as they
.
leave Dulwich to return to their home county of Leicestershire.
Bill has been a member of the horticultural sub-committee
for seven years and for most of that time vice-chairman.
His friendly welcome and advice at garden openings is known
to all members who visited gardens - not least his own at
92 College Road.
Both Bill and Lesley are very modest about
their garden knowledge but many of us have benefited f~om
their extensive knowledge of plants.
Indeed their qui2t
efficiency and stalwart support, usually behind the scen2s,
are a byword to all who have been concerned with horticultural
happenings in the locality;
Bill's expertise and flair for
organisation will leave a gap not easy to fill.
He has
always been ready to help those in need, ranging from
constructing displays for the society to organising outings
to distant qardens and parks.
We wish-them both every success and happiness in their
new home and look forward to maintaining the friendship,
albeit with reduced frequency, but undiminished warmth.
Lucky Leicestershire!
Their gardens will bloom.
8

Bill de Baerdemaecker is secretary of the local history
sub-cornrni ttee
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WATCH IN SOUTHWARK:

WILDLIFE FOR CHILDREN

By Sara King
watch is a national club for children who care about
wildlife and the environment.
The East Dulwich Watch group
started last September and soon had 15 members between six
and nine years old.
We have meetings every fortnight,
alternating between outings and indoor meetings.
On outings we have visited local nature spots and done
some practical conservation work clearing litter out of
a stream.
We have had a wonderful treasure hunt in
Sydenham Hill Wood, following a trail of spaghetti laid
right through the wood until we reached the shoe box treasure
chest full of chocolate money at the end!
we have indoor meetings at my house.
We have made
collages, which are dis~layed in the window of Grove Vale
Library, built a bird table, made recycled paper, matched
up footprints in the snow with the animals that made them
and learnt about camouflage.
we have recently been studying bridges to take part in
the watch winter competition.
We visited six intere~ting
bridges and made pictures of them using unusual ~aterials - for
instance, Tower Bridge was made of J-cloths, s~ring an~
corrugated cardboard.
We also did some experiments with
bridges, comparing the strength of the beam, arched and
suspension cardboard bridges.
-on Sunday 23 May we took part in International Dawn
Chorus Day.
The Watch group planned to sleep at my house
and to wake up at 3.30am and have a picnic breakfast
listening to the dawn chorus in Sydenham Hill Wood!
we need more Watch leaders and helpers in Southwark.
I have a mailing list of children eager to join and my
group is full,
You do not have to be a trained teacher or
terribly knowledgeable about wildlife, just somebody who
likes children - at least some of the time! - and is
interested in environmental education.
I would be very
willing to share ideas and materials that I have prepared
for my group with another one.
we find that running a Watch group is rather like
having a chaotic birthday party once a fortnight, but
we thoroughly enjoy it!
If you feel you could help, please 'phone me on 693 1742.

WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE SOUTH CIRCULAR:
FOR WALKERS

JAMS, RAT-RUNS AND WORRIES

In 1984 the consultants Travers Morgan beqan a major survey
of the South Circular road at the insti ation of the De artment
of Transport.
Concern was voiced at the time that t is was a
prelude to more urban motorways:
so far, however, nothing
concrete has emerqed.
The following article summarises the
consultants' findings, which were published last December,
hiqhliqhting the situation around Dulwich.
,~ost drivers on the South Circular were found to be travelling
to or from work or were in the course of work.
Relatively
few drivers were making trips connected with leisure or recreation,
except in the events and at weekends.
Most drivers also started or completed their journey in one
of the five boroughs of Wandsworth, Lambeth, Southwark, Lewisham
and Greenwich, a finding which agrees with those who perceive
the road to be primarily serving local needs.
Relatively few trips were found to be heading to or away
from Central London.
Nor were there many trips passing through
the five boroughs from one part of Greater London to another.
Few, if any, trips were found to be passing through the whole
of Greater London, ie from and to areas outside the M25.
over half the drivers intercepted on the South Circular were
travelling for more than 10 kilometres, and many for much longer.
This finding is at odds with those who believe the road is
carrying very little long distance traffic.
Depending on the location of the roadside interview survey
station, the average usage of the South Circular was between
six and nine kilometres.
This indicates a significant demand
for east-west or orbital movement both for travel entirely within
the area of the five bo°roughs and for travel to this area from
the rest of Greater London and from outside London altogether.
The travel movements identified during the study represent
only a small part of the overall movement in the area.
Data
from the Greater London traffic survey showed that during the
weekday morning peak more than 260,000 separate journeys were
identified within the five boroughs and it was estimated that
a further 130,000 journeys pass through the area during that time.
Public transport accounts for some 55% of morning peak personal
travel within the area and for over 80% of personal travel
throughout the area.
Problems of travel

Sara King is local Watch co-ordinator

NEW GARDENERS:
The horticulture sub-committee, which stands
to lose a number of highly-valued and long-serving members
over the coming months, has recently been strengthened by
the co-option of Mr RB Alexander, of 33 Hollingbourne ~oad,
Herne Hill SE24 9NB (telephone 274 1062) and Mr RO Davis,
of 138 Burbage Road, SE21 7AG (telephone 274 8002),
~embers
may like to add their names to the calendar in the April
Newsletter for ready reference.
10

The problems arise from the basic need for the movement of
people and goods.
The multiplicity of movements brings
about potential difficulties for the transport system as a
whole because of the often conflicting journey patterns that
ensue.
This applies to all forms of movement;
from public
transport to goods vehicles, cars and vans, cyclists and
pedestrians.
A direct consequence of this movement is the
impact on the environment - in particular the environment
of those who live close to part of the main transport system.
The South Circular was found to be unable to cope with the
demand, particularly at junctions in the peak hours.
At these
times congestion and delay is widespread.
Journey speeds are
slow and uncertain.
Many drivers take to the back streets.
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Buses have no way of avoiding congestion points.
There are few
places to park or make deliveries.
Illegal parking is
widespread throughout the day.
The overall accident rate
is 27% above average.
Yet there is little scope for drivers to avoid the South
Circular altogether by taking an alternative east-west route.
Two such routes, through Peckham to the north and Crystal
Palace to the south, were not found to offer any advantage.
For public transport users there are no east-west through
services by rail or bus in the vicinity of the South Circular.
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As to the consequences of travel, people were worried
about crossing the road, particularly the elderly and disabled.
Parents feared for the safety of their children.
Many residents
complained about noise and vibration particularly at night-time.
From calculations it was estimated that about three-quarters
of those living along the South Circular may be bothered by
noise and vibration.
Another common complaint concerned air pollution.
These
complaints often referred to problems of dust and dirt.
Some
people mentioned having frequently to clean curtains and window
sills.
Some shopkeepers remarked they were continually
cleaning their goods on display.
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PROBLEMS FOR PEOPLE

GROUr
I.I DRIVERS

Nl/1\IIIERS
l'OTENTl,\LLY iYl'E OF
i\FFECTEO•
EFFECT
65 .rnx1
Accessihilit v and

pen.Inv
using South
Circular

i\SSESS/\IENT 01' EFFECT
,"i low bridges ;md SC\'CraJ tight turns mnkc the route

Severence ·

uns_u1tahlc for the lnrgcst vchicles .. Prohlems with
dcl 1ver1es and parking di fficultics too.

Congestion and
Delay

1.2 BUS
PASSENGERS

40.!XXI per uay
on routes
using South
Circulnr

2."i':'.. of total journey time (over .'i0% in morning peak
hours) spen.t ~toppeu at 5.1 junctions and pedestrian
~ro~smg_~. g1vmg average spccus of 20 mph ( 12 mph
111 n10rn111g peak hours).
dc_.1ths over J_ye_nrs of 6 ,notorcylists and one other
unver and in Junes to 246 and 583 respectively.
s~1n1e areas in Clnpham Park. East Dulwich. Hither
C1re~n anu Elth:1m more than 400m from uaytime
service: no services across Clnpham or Dulwich
Commons.
long )vait_s causeu hy "hunching" and early
tern11na1ton of service complained of. cspeciallv in
eak hours
·
uanger likely to he pneeived at 25 lo~·ations in the
16.6 kilometresconsiuereu.
one death and 81 injuries over .1 years.

Accidents nnd
Safety
Accessibility anu
Severnnce
Congestion and
Delay

1..1 CYCLISTS

I A PEDESTRIANS

.1.1.XXJ per Jay
usmgSouth
Circular
50 ,!XKI per uay
crossing South
Circular

Perceived Danger
Accidents and
Safety
Acccssihilitv ;mu
Severance ·

Dulwich Common and West home Avenue hare
v~ry fe11: crossing facilities: elsewhere crossing
d1ff1rnlt1es at nine places tk'spite facilities pro,·ideu.
dan~er likely to he pcreeived al 21 locations in the
I (1.6 kilometres considered.
4 deaths and .2114 injuries over .1 years.

Perceived Danger

2.1 RESIDENTS

X..'i(XJ living

on the South
Circular
(nearhv
residerits not
induded)

2. .2 Sf I( >l'K l'.l'.l'l'.l{S •· 11111kr 5IKI
011 S1111th
( 'irrnlar
Ul·IRMS;\ND
BUSINESSES

.1.1 PLANNING
AND TRANSPORT
BODIES
.1 ..2 El\lERGENCY
AND UTILITY
SERVICES

Acciuents and
Safety
Noise and Vihralion

aho111 75'1\, nwv he bothered hv noise ·1nd ·1bnu1
'
·'
'

50% by vihrn1ii111.

Air Pollution

forest I fill. Cat ford I lill and llmwnhill Roau have
peak lc\'els 1~f pollution: slightly more wmplnints
about p11llut1011 (dusl and dirt) than ahnut noi~e.
aho111 l."i% CX[H:rience severe intrusion fro111 tralfic
etc .. .1~% moderate i111r11sion and )5'Y., sil!11ific:int
1111 r11,i11n.
,
)!l'lll'_I ally 1111111 1111111:idin)! (:il'ililics lor supplier, and
k111g 1111 nl't11111e1s: h11wever l11catinn 1111 :i 111:iin
road h;" helped ,11n1e types ol ,hop.
i~Hlin:ct r1111tcing.111111r road c1111diti11n~. difficultic, in
frmhng pren11ses and p11nr lnadingiunloauing
facd111es can all he problems.
cnnge_qinn thought lo he unsatisfactnrv nr verv
uns:111sfactory hv 72% of the sample inicrview·eu .
c11111men1s 011 slow journcv times made hv taxi an<l
bus 11pcrnlors.
·

Visual Intrusion
i\cccssihility ;111d
Sl'\'l'r:tnt'l'

I"''

;\ccl•s,ihilitv and
Se\'cr;incc ·
Congestion and
Delay
Congestion aml
Delay

<lense street parking sometimes makes a,ccss to
to properties uifficult.
slow journey ti nws reduces efficiency of w11rkf Prcc.

Accessibility un<l
Severn nee
Congestion and
Dcl,i°y
'Travellers making return trips counted 1,1icc.

,For those living on side roads, rat-running was a corrunon
complaint.
Local residents voiced concern about the speed
of traffic and the danger to children and elderly people on
those roads.
Conclusions
Needs for movement and for an agreeable environment are
often in conflict as is shown by the wide variety of problems
identified.
The problems impinge heavily on the lives of
people living and working in the boroughs along the South
Circular.
Their need to travel and the transport needs
of firms and businesses in the area give rise to traffic demands,
including demands for orbital movement, which are not
satisfactorily catered for by the South Circular nor by bus
and rail services.
These demands give rise to serious
environmental impacts.
Shopping

Others

No response

School/
;college

In course

Others
Recreation

of work

Shopping

);Jy Bus (w~ekday)

By Rail (weekday)
Others
I
Recreation
Shopping

To/from work

....__..->c_ Recreation
Bv Car/Van on South
Circular (Sunday)

B v Car/Van on South
Circular (weekday)

How and why people travel
Analysis of statistics for the area shows that there
was a slow decline of business activity with unemployment being
high relative to Greater London as a whole.
The problem is
that the area is not attractive to firms looking for new
locations.
Every day thousands of drivers, pedestrians, public
transport users, and cyclists meet a variety of movement
problems along the whole of the road between Clapham Corrunon
and Eltham.
Throughout the whole of the day residents in
their homes along the South Circular experience a variety of
environmental problems.
In the judgement of the study team,
the combination of problems with the most impact occur in
catford Town Centre and Catford Hill Junction followed by
Forest Hill, Clapham (at the A24 junction) and Tulse Hill.
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School/
College

~ L L PROBLEMS WITH SOUTH CIRCULAR

rROfJLEI\IS OF
MOVEMENT

: Con!,!~stion. delay. t111certai111 y of journey I ime i11 peak hours.
Junct1011s unahle to core with peak traffk demands.
" lnmkquate layout and restricted headroom [or lar!,!c l'l'hiclcs
" I.;.irk or I?' kin!,! and delin·ry [ncilities, lcadin!,! lo illqrnl parki;,!!,
" I l1gh acrnlent rate i11dudi11g 5 Black Spots.
" No satisfactory altcmati1·c mull' near Soul h Circular.
<Ill
not a practical allcrnatil'C since most road journcvs have local
Ort!,!lns or destinations.
'
• Lack of nrhital link for rail pitsscngcrs.
• Congestion caus.cs delays. hunchin!! clc .. [or h11s passen!(crs.
• I .ack o(hus scrv1n• for orhilal n1111T111e11t o[ anv distant'L'.
• I .at·k or facilities for cydi,t:; ;111d pedestrians. ·

1\lr~

rRORLE!\IS OF
ENVIRONI\IENT

<!I

~:~,:1ci'it;t~ 11:~r~/;:;n\~c.ak air pollution levels and visual intrusion for

~'on~entrnl~d cnvironm~ntal, prnhlcms for residents using sho ~ etc ..
l ulsc Hill. f-nrcst 11111. ( at ford Ifill (.Junction) ·1ml CatrorS 1·own
('".·cntre.
'
'
" Extensive rat-running in residential side streets.

Clearly for many people living in, working near or travelling
through the area, conditions are already unsatisfactory.
Any
relief of these conditions by the M25 will have alreaoy taken
place and, since most traffic is locally generated, any further
relief by the same source does not look to be a practicable
proposition.
If ·nothing is done to find solutions and if
recent road traffic growth trends continue, conditions are
likely to get worse with congestion extending over longer
periods, and with increasing use of residential side-roads
as rat-runs and with more conflict between pedestrians and
vehicles.
This can only add to the problems for business
enterprises and residents.
WILDLIFE SIGHTINGS
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GENERAL

• Arca not perceived hy local businesses as attrnct,·l'e ftir
·
and investment.
expansion
PROBLEMS AT DULWICH COMMON AND FOREST HILL

ARM
Oulwkh Common

Lord~hlp 1,nne

TOTAi. TWO,WA\'
TRAFFIC FI.OW
n:mru:s PER ENVIRONMENTAi.
IIOllRtPEAKl
PRORI.EIIIS
191Xl 1·ph
• narrow pavements
• intimidatinl
conditions or
rcdest rians

J51Hl vph

• narrow fnnlpaths
high noise levels
• peak air pollution
• visual intrusion
<11

London Road

Foml 11111

2000vph

2JOO vph

TRAfFIC·REI.A HO
PROBLEMS
• low railway bridge
w dirricult vehicle
access f~om nearby
hrnrcrt,es
• igh speeds
• peak hour congestion
and delay al College
Road
w narrow ro.id
• poor vi.sibility for
driven at junctions
et no hus services
• few r:cuestrian
crnss1n{!.~
• delays at junction
with Dulwich
Comm1,n
• no pet.lest rian
crmsing along South
Circular

•
•
•
•

narrow pavements
high noise levels
peak air pollution
visual intrusion

• pcucstrian crossing
hrohlems
• igh traffic spe('d

•
•
•
•

narrow pavements
high nn1.se level
peak air pollution
severe visual
i11trmio11

• densely parked sit.le
streets
• c11rs and delivery
vehicles p;ukcd on
South Circular
• j1111l'tio11 delays
• tortuous route
• slopped huses cau~
congestion
o low railway hriuge
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It is from scraps of overheard conversations, less a few
'phone calls and correspondence, that the sightings for this
issue have come.
The recorder hopes that he has not deterred
anyone from reporting and would welcome suggestions on
improving the coverage given to winter visitors and residents,
other than the most common.
Even here observations of an
original character can be noteworthy.
Early March saw the departure of the two fieldfares and
two redwings, the lowest total on record, plus the siskins
from Belair.
Summer birds started early in April with the
arrival of a chiffchaff at Sydenham Hill, followed by house
martins and swifts on 5 and 11 May respectively.
Both of
the last two species have in past years colonised sites in
Burbage Road and at other places some of which are suspected
of being unreported.
Hopefully the gaps in our knowledge
will be filled this year by members reporting.
To date only one site of spotted flycatcher nesting has
been recorded, in Burbage Road.
The distinctive 'rattle'
of lesser whitethroat was heard in mid-May in the village and
at the Sydenham Hill allotments.
A pair of tawny owls have
returned to a nesting box in College Road.
Herons flap
occasionally overhead, gulls have all but deserted us for
their month's annual leave, mallard turn up on top of the
garden shed or are seen escorting their ducklings on local
waters.
A goldfinch calling was a reminder that no records
of this resident species have been received for some months;
the goldcrest was similarly absent.
Kestrels, crows, jays,
magpies together with the more common garden birds seem in
good fettle whilst the great spotted woodpecker continues
to bring out the best in response by recorders.
A scarcity of traffic casualties suggest that hedgehogs
are either on the wane or are gaining road sense.
Don Freshwater (tel:

693 1666) 29 May 1987

GERALD FAIRLIE:
Members of the society will be concerned to
learn that shortly before the garden of The Grange was opened
to the public under the National Gardens Scheme on lo May,
Mr Fairlie suffered a heart attack and was obliged to go to
hospital for rest and treatment.
In spite of this Gerald
was determined that his lovely garden should be opened and over
300 visitors enjoyed the day, fortified by cups of tea and
glasses of punch on a beautiful May afternoon.
More than
£600 was raised for charities.
We are sorry that since then
more treatment in hospital has been necessary, but we send
Gerald Fairlie our best wishes for an early and complete recovery.
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DULWICH CYCLIST EARNS MILK RACE PLACE

GRAPEVINE

By Michael Coleman

LOST ELM:
can anyone reveal the fate - or whereabouts - of
the following historic tree, described by Frederick Muller
in Trees of the British Isles in Historv and Legend:
"Trees
with Queen Elizabeth I connotations are legion.
The pi~y is
that so many of them are apocryphal, for they so aptly fit
the glamorous image of this once-for-all monarch.
Even so,
her passionate patriotism, coupled wi~h her love.of the
chase, have immortalized many trees with the patina of her
memory.
For instance, an elm still stands, though now only
12 ft in height, in Half Moon Lane, London SElS ..
It was
well know in Chaucerian times, which means that it was a
notable tree before 1340.
It may be the oldest trunk of a
living elm extant in these islands.
A drawi~g of the tree
in full vigour was made in 1875 and appeared in a book by
William Harnett Blanch, entitled Ye Parish of Camerwell,
published by E W Allen, London.
Alleyn's name is fa~ous
in this area in connection with Alleyn's School, Dulwich
College, and Dulwich Village.
At present (~972) .the elm
sports twigs and leaves, demonstrating that it sti.11 draws
nourishment through its gnarled layers of sapwood and
cambium.
The bole is split in several plac~s ~nd the
shattered carcase is bound together by a chain.

Dulwich racing cyclist Russell Williams has been so
successful since turning professional in March that he
quickly earned himself a place in the round-Britain Milk Race,
Russell had forced himself into the selectors' notice by
storming to victory in the 104-mile 'Race to the Point' at
Milton Keynes on 26 April.
He left in his wake John Herety,
star finisher of the Percy Bilton team, Dave Mann (Raleigh)
and Tony Doyle, the world pursuit champion.
The rest of
Britain's professional riders were further back.
It was a success hailed by the Fleet Street sports writers
all of whom noted that Williams, unlike the rest, was without
a sponsor.
"I have to survive on my winnings", he said.
There have been quite a few winnings.
In three successive
Tuesday evenings at the Crystal Palace circuit the Velo Club
de Landres rider was first over the line and there were similar
victories at Brands Hatch and at Eastway.
At Herne Hill track
during the famous Good Friday meeting, Russell took the final
devil-take-the hindmost race and was placed second in the
points race and the 20km.
Next day he drove down to Portsmouth
track and won four of the five senior events, sending some
important heads, including the champions of Belgium and Holland,
rolling in the process.
Russell is unusual in that he is equally gifted at track and
road racing.
His track craft was acquired at Herne Hill stadium
under the tutelage of Dave Creasy, who as well as being one of
the foundation stones of the local VC Landres, is employed by
ILEA at that track as a cycling trainer.
As often as his work
permits, Creasy is at Russell's side now.
The Professional Cycling Association was quick to welcome the
talented Dulwich rider into its ranks and picked him for the
GB Professionals' team to ride the Milk Race which set off from
Newcastle upon Tyne on 17 May.
Fourteen tough days of racing lay
ahead but Russell's eyes were fixed on his main objective - the
final day in London on 30 May with 60 laps of the Fleet
Street-Stamford Street circuit linked by Waterloo and Blackfriars
Bridges.
"That circuit is tailor-made for me", said Russell before the
event.
"After all, part of it is in Southwark and is right on
my doorstep.
It will feel like being at home again",
Cycling
fans will now know how he fared.
Russell's home is in Thurlow Park Road, opposite Belair.
The
morning he left for Newcastle, his departure was witnessed by the
skate-boarding paper boy who was goggle-eyed at the gleaming cycling
equipment being loaded into the transporter.
When Russell learned that he was a triathlete (swimming, cycling,
running) he advised him to go to Herne Hill on Saturday mornings
and join the VC Landres club in training.
"They'll look after
you" he promised.
The paper boy must have been impressed, indeed
overwhelmed.
For he delivered the papers for No 138 (where the
Williams live) to No 136,
Michael Coleman is a sports writer with The Times and a
Dulwich resident.

****
VILLAGE GARDEN:
Dulwich has a new garden centre, the
Village Garden, opened recently next to North Dulwich Station
on Red Post Hill.
It offers a wide choice of bedding plants,
said to be fresh from the nursery each week, and a range of
pot-grown shrubs, evergreens, conifers and heathers . . It
also stocks a variety of terracotta pots and a selection ~f
small garden tools, bagged peat and soil, seeds and sundries.
It is open from loam to 6pm, Monday to Saturday, and from
10am to 3pm on Sunday.
Tel:
733 8502.

****
NUCLEAR NELLIE:
Mrs Nellie Mackenzie, dressed in a full
nuclear protection suit, attempted to leave a nuclear w~ste
canister outside the Prime Minister's new Barratt ho~e in
Dulwich, during the election campaign.
Mrs Mackenzi~,
the Western Isles Scottish National Party representativ~, had
planned to dumo her 'radioactive canister' with a poem inside,
a piece of heather as a gesture of friendship and a sign
saying "Thatcher's 1,000-year nuclear ~egacy" on the PM's
garden.
But police stopped her entering the estate.
Mrs Mackenzie said:
"Every time politicians in the south
say they are looking for sites in remot~ places to d1;1111P,
waste we in the Scottish highlands and islands know it i~
time to run for cover.
It is clear we are top of the list
since the Government announced there will be no nuclear waste
dumping sites in England.
I want my children to grow up in
as clean an environment as Mrs Thatcher's have.
I want
my garden as clean as she keeps hers".
She.was lat~r
planning to write to Prince Charles to ask him for his
support.

****
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THE MYSTERY OF JOHN EDWARD RIDER
By Brian Green
When you move house, for a brief time, before the
Building Society claims them, the deeds of your house will
be in your hands.
Amongst them will be the Land Registry
Certificate.
This will list, with the dates, the previous
owners of your property.
When we moved into Burbage Road some 15 years ago I
noticed that the first occupant of the newly built house
in 1921 was John Edward Rider.
~ often wondered who he was
and why he named the house Kala.
In those days there were
four houses in Burbage Road and they sported names rather
than numbers.
When we moved in there were two cartoons hanging in the
workshop behind the garage.
The frames were in a sorry state
and the picture mounts discoloured but the cartoons themselves
were in good condition.
They featured a jovial looking chap
in rustic clothing seated at a piano (see photograph).
The
name was Jack Lane - The Yorkshire Rustic.
The two portraits remained on the workshop wall for years
until the string on the back of one gave way and they were
taken down and out of their frames for safety.
Safety can
also mean oblivion because they were put in a drawer to pass
a few more years.
Now I am supposed to be the local historian in the family
but as you can probably guess I never got around to finding
out anything about either the mysterious John Edward Rider
or the equally mysterious Jack Lane.
Of course the family
did imagine that Jack Lane might have been a music-hall turn
and when my wife heard that Roy Hudd (he of the famous tea
advertisements) was not only an authority on the music-hall,
but was appearing this Christmas in pantomime at Bromley, she
wrote to him to ask if he had heard of Jack· Lane.
He 0ad
indeed.
Hudd wrote as follows:
Jack Lane (1879-1953): Audiences at the famous Leeds
City Varieties are used to unusual acts, but at Whitsuntide
1911 even they were astonished at the ability displayed on
that occasion by Jack Lane, billed as 'The Yorkshire Rustic',
This performer, during the couse of his act, sat down at the
piano; played Cock O' the North with one hand, his signature
tune Hello! with the other and at the same time sang On Ilkla'
Moor Baht'at to a different tune altogether!
Even Fred Wood
(owner of the Varieties at the time) was impressed by the
feat, and for Jack Lane himself it was the realisation of an
ambition - to top the bill at a music hall - which he
certainly did on that occasion, and many times afterwards.
Jack was not a native of Leeds, but of Halifax and his
rea~ name was ..... John Edward Rider.
However, he made so
many appearances among and 'wines and spirits' (as a
supporting act) at the old Queen's Palace in Jack Lane,
Holbeck, which is a surburb of Leeds, that he decided to
adopt the thoroughfare of that theatre as a stage name!
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Jack Lane was a great favourite in pantomime, making
many appearances in his favourite role as Simple Simon and
Idle Jack.
The comedy part of his act was so good that he
unwittingly cured a shell-shoc~ed.sol?ier in 19~6.
The soldier,
rendered dumb by gunfire,was sitting in the a~dience at the
Sunderland Empire and laughed so much at Lanes act that he
got to his feet in the stalls shouting 'Bravo!
I can speak.
Bravo Jack!'

In later years Jack Lane made a name for himself on sound
radio.
He appeared in Variety Bandbox and Palace of
Varieties with great success.
.
.
Of course this is not the only way of tracing previous
owners (or occupiers, a subtle difference).
Reference to
the Post Office directories, voters' lists, and census returns
if your house dates before 188~ will reveal much information,
significantly, often the occupation of the head o~ the
household.
Census returns give the age, occupation and
places of birth of all members of the household (but not
these if 1841 or earlier).
Brian Green is chairman of the local history sub-committee.

TREASURER'S PLEA:
Jim Davis once again asks all members who
have not yet done so to complete the banker's order (see April
Newsletter) for their membership subscription and send it to
him as soon as possible.
So far only a small proportion of
banker's orders have been returned.
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STARDUST IN DULWICH:

OR, A GARDENER'S GUIDE TO THE BIG BANG

Peter Rowland is a leading nuclear scientist living in Dulwich
who has expounded his criticisms of the Government's reactor
policy on television and in the Press.
After involvement in
both rocket research and the earlv davs of work on transistors
and "chips", he spent 20 vears in the United Kingdom Atomic
Energy Authoritv carrying out large-scale experiments on
nuclear safetv in reactors.
During this period he discovered
a transformation in metal crystals which was named after him.
His main interest now, however, is the impact of science on
philosophy:
the following article, he says, is "based on
nuclear science, but shows that we, the good, gardening,
wildlife-conserving, history-delvi~g denizens of Dulwich are
ourselves the ultimate product of nuclear reactions".
When you dig your garden, do you ever think how the atoms that
make up the soil got there?
The story is long and fascinating
and started about 15 billion years ago.
At that time the universe
went through a phase where all its matter was in the form of
energy packed into a very small space.
This suddenly exploded
in an event called the "Big Bang" that has been going on ever
since.
The energy spreading out through space then condensed
into atoms.
Most of these were of the lightest variety
known - hydrogen atoms - but there were also some of a slightly
heavier element - helium.
Both are gases.
However, space did not long remain filled with a huge,
uniform cloud of this light gas mixture because, under the
influence of the gravitational attraction of the atoms for each
other, the masses of gas began to clump together, first to form
huge clouds or galaxies, then within those clouds, relatively
small, concentrated clouds - the beginnings of stars.
As
these star clouds began to contract under gravity to form
denser and denser centres, the·se centres got hotter and hotter
from the energy of compression.
Whenever the temperature at
the centre of such a star got high enough, the light atoms would
start to fuse together to form heavier atoms - those of carbon,
nitrogen, oxygen, etc - the familiar names you read on your
fertiliser packets.
.
Fusing light atoms together in this way releases energy,
which, by making the star hotter, ends up as light.
And now
for a really remarkable bit:
the light exerts an enormous
pres~ure between the atoms!
It i& rather like water in a sponge,
keeping the star swelled up and preventing it from collapsing
under gravity.
Even those of you who have fried your torsos
near the Equator will find it difficult to appreciate that light
exerts pressure but that it does so is an experimental fact.
However, the pressure of our relatively feeble equatorial
sunlight can .only be detected by the most delicate instrumentation
and no light obtainable on earth comes anywhere near the immense
light intensity within a star.
The life-cycle of a star is therefore this.
At the Gottest
part (the centre), fusion of light atoms into those of heavier
elements starts and passes outwards through the star as a wave.
As the temperature increases still further, the next heaviest
set of atoms starts to form at the centre and again the reaction
passes outwards towards the surface as a wave or expanding shell.
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After tens of millions of years, the star is rather like a huge
gobstopper with each coloured layer representing the region of .
formation of a given chemical element:
the names you are familiar
with in fertiliser.
But eventually, the hydrogen and helium atoms at the centre
get used up.
So the light pressure which is prevent~ng.the star
from collapsing starts to wane and, quite suddenly (within a
day), it implodes inwards on itself,
The material near the
centre condenses into a new form of mass so dense that a
matchbox-full would weigh a thousand tons and this collapse
releases energy in an explosion which leaves the core as a
so-called neutron star but blows away the outer layers and
scatters them as dust throughout the galaxy.
Such flare-ups
are called "supernovae" because the star concerned is often
invisible to the naked eye until it happens, then the star seems
to.appear from nowhere as if it were a new one of the highest
brilliance.
One such seems to have occurred about a thousand years ago:
it made quite a difference to the luminosity of the night sky and
was noted by both European and Chinese astronomers.
One has just
appeared in a galaxy next to ours and is the first to be
observable.with modern instruments.
The effect on astronomers has been rather like opening the
doors of the European beef mountain to a pride of hungry lions.
Practically every telescope in the world or in satellite orbit
was turned on it before it faded.
The light from the flare has
taken 170,000 years to get here, but actual particles from it
have travelled at nearly the same speed, arriving only a couple
of weeks after it was first seen on the night of 23/24 February.
•star-dust" scattered by such supernovae can, like the
original hydrogen of the Big Bang, form clouds which condense
to form stars - and so on.
By repeated formation and
explosion of stars in this way the original light elements get
worked up to form all the elements which form all the minerals
and chemicals we know.
Our sun is one such.
When it formed
most of the matter was gathered into the sun itself, but some
was left over to form the planets.
The gravitational pressures
in these were too small to start nuclear fusion reactions, so
they, unlike the sun, are relatively cool.
But they are kept
tolerably warm by the radioactive decay of uranium and other.
heavy elements that release some of the energy they trapped wnen
they were formed.
.
Hence, in effect, we plant our vegetables and roses in the
ash from nuclear ractions!
However (rather like good horse
manure) it is, by now, well matured so that most of the
radioactivity at this point in time has decayed away.
And
the glorious sunshine which powers them to fruition comes from
a nuclear fusion reactor - that great gobstopper in the sky, the
sun - 93 million miles away.
so the next time you thrust in a spade think "I am digging
stardust!" - and that the birds and the bees and you yourselves
are made of stardust!
Methinks that Shakespeare is dull,
unromantic stuff compared with Science.
Peter Rowland
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WHAT'S ON
4 July, Sat,
8pm

St Barnabas Church

Concert, Dulwich
Choral Society:
Elgar, Lloyd Webber,
Milford, Tippett.
Tickets: Dulwich
World Travel

12 July, Sun

Sydenham Hill Wood

Work day, London
Worldlife Trust

Belair car park

Historical walk

23 July, Thurs,
6.30pm

Nunhead Cemetery
nature park

Wildlife walk,
(guided) , meet
Linden Road gate
entrance - lasts
an hour

2 5/2 6 July, Sat,
Sun

Brockwell Park

Lambeth Country
Show

3-7 Aug, Mon-Fri,
10am-4pm daily

Horniman Museum

Adult education
courses: Animal
illustration; soapstone carving.
Fee £10 - £1 for·
concessionaries

17-21 Aug, Mon-Fri,
10.30-llam daily

Horniman Museum

Parents and toddlers
music group, book
in advance, £2.50
per family

22 Aug, Sat,
2-4pm

Horniman Museum

Ramayana workshop
for 5-12 year olds,
stories, mime, dance,
book in advance,
£2 each

23 Sept, Wed,
7.30pm

Horniman Museum

Flowers of the local
countryside, illustrated
talk by Gordon Dickerson,
Dulwich World Wildlife
Fund

*15 Oct, Thurs,
8pm

St Barnabas Hall

Illustrated talk on
a~pine and rock garden
plants by the alpine
authorit:,
Mr M P Ingwersen
(horticultural
sub-committee)

*12 July I Sun,
2.30pm

*Indicates Dulwich Society event or involvement
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